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ABSTRACT 
Cramer’s the Cayley-Hamilton theorem are formulated and proved in the 
so-called max algebra, which consists of the set of reals provided with two operations: 
maximization and addition. It is surprising to see that these well-known theorems 
carry over to the max algebra almost without any changes, provided that the 
conventional addition and multiplication are replaced by maximization and addition 
respectively. The definitions of determinant and eigenvalue have to be adjusted to this 
new formulation. The role of the determinant is taken over by the permanent and a 
refinement of this latter concept called the dominant. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many phenomena are modeled as linear systems, since linearity is a most 
tractable property. Many problems, for instance, in optimization on net- 
works, in machine scheduling, in discrete event processes, or related to Petri 
nets, are not linear in the conventional arithmetic, but they are linear in the 
so-called max algebra, also called path algebra or dioid. The elements in the 
max algebra are the real numbers and the admissible operations are maximi- 
zation and addition. One of the basic difficulties in proving statements in max 
algebra is that it is not a ring. The inverse of the maximum operator does not 
exist, i.e., the equation max(a, x) = b, where a and b are reals, does not 
always have a solution. In spite of this, it is surprising to learn that a 
systematic theory, analogous to conventional linear algebra, exists for the max 
algebra. Reference [3] is the basic work in this direction, at least to the 
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current authors’ knowledge. Though linear equations and eigenvalue prob- 
lems are studied extensively in [3], the topics of the current paper are not 
treated. 
This paper shows how Cramer’s rule and the Cayley-Hamilton theorem 
can be formulated and proved in the max algebra. The formulations resemble 
the ones in the conventional algebra, provided that the conventional addition 
and multiplication are replaced by maximization and addition respectively. 
The proofs of the results rest on a transformation from results in the 
conventional algebra to the max algebra. For Cramer’s rule yet another proof 
is given, which is related to the well-known assignment problem in operations 
research. Since solutions to linear equations not always exist, conditions are 
given under which they do exist. Furthermore, an interpretation of the 
outcome of Cramer’s rule when these conditions are not satisfied is given. 
This leads quite naturally to a new definition of linear independence. The 
notion of determinant does not exist in max algebra. It turns out that the role 
of the determinant is taken over by the permanent, which, very crudely 
stated, equals the determinant without the minus signs. A refinement of the 
concept of permanent, called dominant, leads to weaker conditions with 
respect to which various results can be formulated and proved. In analogy 
with the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, the characteristic equation is defined and 
its solutions are the eigenvalues of the matrix concerned. Computationally, 
this leads to a new way of calculating the average weight of that circuit in the 
graph, corresponding to the matrix concerned, which has maximal average 
weight. 
2. MAX ALGEBRA 
According to [4], a set S is provided with two laws + and * is called a 
dioid if 
(1) a + b ES Vu, b E S; 
(2) (a+b)+c=u+(b+c)Va,b,cES; 
(3) u+b=b+u Vu,bES; 
(4) a neutral element, E E S, called zero, exists such that a + E = a 
V’aES; 
(5) u*bcS Vu,bES; 
(6) (u*b)*c=u*(b*c)Vu,b,cES; 
(7) a neutral element e E S, called unity, exists such that a * e = e * a = a 
Vu E s; 
(8) a*(b+c)=u*b+u*c Vu,b,cES; 
(9) (b+c)*u=b*u+c*u Vu,b,cES. 
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The dioid (S, + , * ), sometimes called a semiring, is not necessarily a ring 
since, it is not required that a + x = b have a solution x E S for all a, b E S. 
For the special case that 
(a) S=(WU{E} with &= -co, 
(b) + is the maximum operation with respect to the usual ordering, 
(c) * is the usual addition, 
we will speak of a max algebra. A max algebra is a dioid, but the reverse is 
not necessarily true. In order to distinguish the operations + and * in the 
max algebra from the usual addition and multiplication of the reals in 
standard analysis, from now on the max operation and the addition operation 
in max algebra will be denoted by $ and 0 respectively. The notation + 
and * is reserved for standard analysis. In ordinary calculus the multiplica- 
tion symbol * is quite often omitted. This will also done with respect to the 
0 symbol whenever it is clear from the context whether * or 0 is meant. 
Examples are the following identities where the left-hand sides are in 
max-algebra notation and the right-hand sides in the usual notation: 
xy=x+y, 
n 
CQ xiYi=max(x,+Y,,xz+Y,,...,x,+Y,), 
i=l 
fi@ xi= i xiY 
i=l i=l 
x2=2x. 
The reason for using the symbols $ and 0 is that many results from classical 
algebra and linear system theory carry over to the max-algebra interpretation 
provided that the usual symbols + and * are read as @ and 0 respectively. 
References [2] and [3] give quite a few of such examples, and this paper also 
fits within this framework. 
If A and B are two matrices with elements in Iw U {E}, then the matrix 
C = A 0 B = AB will be defined as 
cij = c, uik 0 bkj = rnk=(aik + bkj). 
k 
90 
As an example, 
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Addition of matrices will be elementwise; if C = A@B, then 
cij = aij@bij. 
Matrix (and as a special case vector) multiplication and addition are of course 
only defined if the matrices (vectors) concerned have appropriate sizes. 
Multiplication of a matrix A by a constant c( c 0 A), is also defined element- 
wise: 
The unit matrix of size n X n is written as I, and is defined by 
e & 
I,= .. I I . & e 
Obviously AZ o = I, A = A. In general matrix multiplication is not com- 
mutative. With a square matrix, say of size n x n, one can associate a graph 
G = (V, E), where the elements of the set V = { 1,2,. . , n } are called the 
vertices and the set E consists of ordered pairs of vertices, called arcs. If 
u, j + E, then the ordered pair (i, j) is an element of E, and a i j is called its 
weight. Of the pair (i, j), i is the initial point (vertex) and j the terminal 
one. A path is a pairwise connected sequence (initial vertices connected to 
terminal ones) of arcs, and its weight is the sum of weights of the individual 
arcs. The notation Ak in max algebra denotes A 0 A 0 . . . 0 A, k times, 
and the value of ( Ak), j equals the maximum of the weights of all paths of 
length k from vertex i to vertex j. 
The role of determinants in the standard matrix algebra is taken over by 
permanents and in certain cases by dominants (to be defined). If A has size 
n X n, then the permanent of A in the max algebra is defined as 
per(A)= c, 
4 E c, 
where G,, is the symmetric group on n elements (an element of G, is a 
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permutation of the numbers 1,2,. . . , n). The difference from the definition of 
the determinant. 
is the omission of ( - l)“, which stands for + 1 if u is an even permutation 
and - 1 if it is an odd permutation. For a study on permanents in the 
standard matrix-algebra sense the reader is referred to [6]. 
In order to define the dominant of the n x n matrix A we introduce the 
nXn matrix .z* whose (i, j) element is given by z”~: 
dom( A) = hightest exponent in det( z”) if det( 2”) # 0, 
E otherwise. 
If u E G,, let t(u) denote the value of the corresponding diagonal of A, i.e. 
t(u) := t UiOCi). 
i=l 
So per(A) equals the highest diagonal value, whereas in general 
dom( A) < per(A). 
Let t,, t,, t,, . . . , t, denote all possible diagonal values in strictly decreasing 
order, so 
t,>t,>t,> ... >t,, 
and for each i >, 1, let 
!$:= {uEG,:t(u)=ti}, 
Silt= {uESi:ueven}, 
Si2:= {uESi:uodd}, 
kii ‘= Isii]> 
ki, := ]SiZ(. 
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Note that Si = Sir = Si, =0 and ki, = ki, = 0 for i > L. Now one has 
det(zA) = i (ki, - k,s)z”l. 
i=l 
Next define m, by dom( A) = tm, if dam(A) # E, else m, = co. So 
dam(A) = per(A) if and only if m, = 1. Observe also that if m, < cc then 
k,, - ki, = 0 if l<i<m, 
and 
kil - ki, # 0 if i=m,. 
Note that if dom( A) = tj for some j, 1~ j < L, then dom( A) # E. 
We proceed by introducing some classes of matrices which will be used 
frequently in the sequel. Firstly, the class M, _ r(j) is characterized by 
AEM,_,(~) * mA2-l and j=k,,-k,,. 
Hence, if 1 < I < m,, then A E M,_ r(0). Moreover, for each 12 1 one has 
Furthermore we define 
%(+b= u M,(k), 
k>O 
%( - > := u M,(k), 
k<O 
W+):=U%(+>, 
M( - ) := UMl( - ). 
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Consequently, 
AE&(+) * m,=Z+l and km,l-k,,,2>0, 
AE&(-) - m,=Z+l and km,l-k,,,A2<0, 
A-f(+) * k,A~-kmA~>O> 
AEM( -) * k,A,-kmA2<0. 
Instead of A E M( + ) we shall also say that A has positive sign: sign(A) = + ; 
similarly, A E M( - ) will be equivalent with sign(A) = - . 
So A E M( + ) U M( - ) if and only if dom( A) > E. Otherwise we shall say 
that A E M(0). Finally we define 
M,(++):= {AEM,(+):k,,=O}, 
M,(- -):= {AEM,(-):k,,,l=o}, 
iu(++):=&(++), 
M( - - ) := Un4,( - - ). 
3. CRAMER’S RULE 
In the standard matrix algebra, Cramer’s rule yields the solution of the 
linear equation Ax = b, with A a nonsingular square matrix. The solution i: 
given by 
det( a l,...,ai-l,b,ai+l,...,a,) 
xi = 
det( A) 
i=1,2 12, ,***> 
where a j denotes the jth column of A (1~ j < n). 
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The analogue of this formula in max algebra is 
xi Odom(A) = dom(a, ,..., a,,,, b,a,+i ,..., a,,). (3.1) 
In general, a solution to Ax = b in max algebra may not exist, not even if 
dam(A) > E; and if it exists, it is not necessarily unique (see [3]). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Take 
Then (3.1) yields 
0 
x= 2 . il 3 
Substitution of this vector x into Ax = b shows that x indeed is a solution. 
However, also 
are solutions in this case. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Take 
If we apply (3.1) we find 
3 
x= 3 . il 4 
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However, 
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So in this case (3.1) does not yield a solution. In fact, it can easily be 
established that no solution exists for this choice of A and b. 
In the following theorem we shall restrict our attention to pairs (A, b) 
which satisfy the following condition: 
sign(a,,...,ai~,,b,ai+,,...,a.)=sign(A), l<i<n. (3.2) 
THEOREM 3.3. Zf (A, b) satisfies (3.2) and dom A > E, then (3.1) yields 
a solution of the equation Ax = b. 
Proof. We start by considering the following equation: 
zA[ = Zb. (3.3) 
Since dom A > E, det .zA # 0, and hence (3.3) can be solved with Cramer’s 
rule. This yields 
Ei = 
&t(Z”l,..., z”-‘, zb, z”+‘,..., 2”‘) 
det zA 
l<i<n. (3.4) 
If z ---) 00, the behavior of ti is determined by the dominants of the matrices 
on the right-hand side of (3.4). In fact, if 
di:=dom(u,,...,ui-l,b,ai+l,...,a,), lfi<n, 
then one has if z + co 
&=qz ) d,-&m(A) I=Si<n, 
for some constants ci. Due to the assumption that (3.2) holds, these constants 
96 
are positive. Substitution in (3.3) yields that 
t CjZU~l+d,-dom(A) = tb,, 
j=l 
which implies (since all cj are positive) 
max(aij+dj-dom(A))=bi, 
i 
Hence, if xi := d, - dom( A), 1~ i d n, then 
sense. 
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lgi<n, 
lgi<n. 
Ax = b in the max-algebra 
n 
REMARK 3.4.1. The condition (3.2) is not always necessary for the 
existence of a solution. In Example 3.1 one has sign(A) = + whereas 
sign( b, u2, aa) = -, although one of the solutions satisfies (3.1). Also note 
that in Example 3.2 one also has sign(A) = + , sign(b, u2, aa) = - [and the 
two remaining matrices (a,, b, us) and (a,, u2, b) have positive sign], whereas 
in this case no solution exists. 
REMARK 3.4.2. It is interesting to point out that the vector r given by 
(3.1) is always meaningful in some sense, even if the condition (3.2) is not 
satisfied. To be more precise, if for the moment 
Ai:=(a,,...,ai_,,bi,ai+,,...,u,), lgi<n, 
and 
I:= {i:signA,=signA,l<i<n}, 
then the vector x given by (3.1) satisfies 
c, xiui = be c, ~,a,. 
In fact this statement generalizes Theorem 3.3; since its proof resembles that 
of Theorem 3.3, it will be omitted. Appl: ying this result to Example 2, we find 
(3.5) 
i 
3 
3 0 
4 
which is indeed true. 
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REMARK 3.4.3. Equation (3.5) suggests the following definition of linear 
dependence. The vectors ai E (R U { E})“, 1 f i < k, are said to be linearly 
dependent if the index set { 1,2,. . . , k } can be partitioned in nonoverlapping 
subsets I and _Z such that for some scalars Xi E w U {E}, 1< i < k, not all 
equal to E, the following holds: 
C, hia,= C, Xjaj. 
iEl jcI 
Obviously, if k > n, then the vectors a 1,. . . , ak are always linearly dependent 
in this sense. Also, the n columns of the unit matrix I, in the algebra are 
linearly independent (i.e. not linearly dependent). 
The above definition is equivalent to the following one. The vectors 
ai E (R u { &})“Y 1~ i < k, are linearly independent if additional vectors 
a,+,, . . . , a, exist such that the permutations contributing to dom 
(a,,o,,..., a ,) are either all even or all odd, i.e. such that (a,, a2,. . . , a ,,) E 
M( + + ) U M( - - ). For the proof we refer to [5]. 
Finally we mention that both definitions given above differ from the ones 
proposed in [3]. 
4. ANOTHER PROOF OF CRAMER’S RULE 
In this section we approach the problem of solving Ax = b in the max 
algebra via the classical assignment problem in operations research. In this 
approach we assume that the n + 1 matrices mentioned in the condition (3.2) 
either all belong to the class M,( + + ) or all belong to the class M,( - - ). 
Within these classes, per(A) = dom( A); in the class M,( + + ) the value of 
per(A) is achieved by even permutations only, and in the class M,( - - ) it 
is achieved by odd permutations only. In the classical assignment problem 
the permutation u E G, is sought such that the value 
t(u) = iY ‘iv(i) 
i=l 
is maximized. In max-algebra notation this expression becomes 
” 
t(a) = IX@ aio(i)* 
i=l 
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and the value of the optimal assignment, namely 
is exactly per(A). Given any two square matrices A and B, of the same size, 
it is clear, with the assignment interpretation in mind, that 
per(AO B) > per(A)Oper(B). (4.1) 
THEOREM 4.1. ZfA 0 B E M,( - - ) U M,( + + ), then equality hdds in 
(4.1). 
Proof. Suppose strict inequality holds in (4.1). Then any optimal assign- 
ment corresponding to the permutation for which the value of the permanent 
is achieved for A 0 B cannot be written as the concatenation of optimal 
assignments of A and B respectively, since if it could, equality would hold in 
(4.1). Said differently, the graph formed by arcs corresponding to such an 
optimal assignment for A 0 B, connecting row numbers with column num- 
bers, cannot be viewed as the connection of two graphs, one of which is 
related to an optimal assignment for A and the other one to an optimal 
assignment for B. 
Therefore at least two arcs (considered as paths of length two) corre- 
sponding to such an optimal assignment for A 0 B must have a common 
midpoint. But then per(A 0 B) is achieved by two permutations of different 
parity and hence A 0 B 4 M,( - - ) U M,( + + ). Thus a contradiction has 
been obtained, and equality in (4.1) must hold. n 
The following example may help to clarify the above reasoning. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Take 
A=(; ;I, B=(; ;), so A.,=[; ;). 
Now per(A@B)=9>per(A)@per(B)=3@5. In Figures 1 and 2 the 
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FIG. 1. 
nodes at the left correspond to row numbers and those at the right to column 
numbers. The arcs corresponding to the crucial permutations have been 
indicated. In Figure 1, because the arcs corresponding to per(A 0 B) meet 
each other in a midpoint, the value of the permanent is achieved by two 
permutations, one odd and the other one even (see Figure 2). Therefore 
AOB4M,(++)uM,(- -). 
REMARK 4.3. The condition A 0 B E M,( - - )U M,( + +) in the theo- 
rem above is only a sufficient condition, since per( A 0 B) = per(A) 0 per(B) 
can also hold if only weaker conditions hold, as shown by the example 
where A 0 B E M(0). 
even permutation 
_ 
odd permutation 
FIG. 2. 
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Assume that (aI ,..., c~_~,b,u~+~ ,..., a,)EM,(++)UM,,(- -) for 
each i, and also that a solution to Ax = b exists. Then 
=per (U,,...,Ui-~,XiOui,ui+~,"',u"> 
(e *1 
E 
0 
’ ‘i-1 
e 
‘i+l 
E 
\ xn 
= X,Oper(Ul,..., Ui_l,Uj,...an) 
ie Xl 
E 
@per 
’ ‘i-1 
e 
*i+l 
E 
\ X” 
= xi @per(A). 
E 
& e 
E 
E e 
\’ 
/, 
\ 
1 
(4.2) 
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Under the present restrictions per = dom for the matrices involved. Thus 
Cramer’s rule has been established for this case. 
Hence, if a solution exists, Cramer’s rule yields a solution. However, a 
solution does not necessarily exist, as we have seen earlier. For the existence 
we have the following additional requirement: either all n + 1 matrices of the 
condition (3.2) belong to M,( + +) or they all belong to nci,( - - ). Obvi- 
ously this is a necessary condition for Equation (4.2) to hold, since the 
product of two even permutations (or two odd ones) is even again, whilst the 
product of an even and odd permutation is odd. Because the crucial permuta- 
tion of 
[e & Xl E 
‘i-1 
e 
xi+1 . 
\& x, E e 
is even, the crucial permutations of A and (ai ,..., a,_r, b,~,+~ ,..., a,) are 
both even or are both odd. The question of whether the condition [all 
matrices belong M,( + +) or to M,( - - )] is sufficient to assure the 
existence of a solution to Ax = b will not be addressed here. 
5. THE CAYLEY-HAMILTON THEOREM 
In standard algebra the Cayley-Hamilton theorem states that every square 
matrix A satisfies its own characteristic equation. To be explicit, if 
det(hZ-A)=X”+c,_,X”-‘+ ... +c,X+c, 
then 
A”+c,_,A”-‘+ e.0 +c,A+c,Z=O. 
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The coefficients ci satisfy 
C n-k=(-lY c det ! f 
i, < i, < < j, 
i 
‘ilt, ‘i,i, ‘.. ‘*,i,\ 
. (5.1) 
aiki, a*ki2 . ’ ’ ‘irib 
In this section we shall show how the Cayley-Hamilton theorem can be 
translated into the max algebra. To that end we consider the matrix z A and 
its characteristic polynomial 
det(hZ - z”) = h” + yn_iXnP1 + . . . + y,x + yo. 
Clearly, each ytlPk (1~ k < n) depends on z, and moreover, due to the 
Cayley-Hamilton theorem, we have for each value of z 
(u’A)n+yn_,(zA)“-l+ ... +y,ZA+y"z=O. (5.2) 
If the principal k x k submatrix of A occurring on the right-hand side of (5.1) 
is denoted as A(i,, i,, . . . , ik), then the coefficients ynPk are given by 
Y”-k=(-lY c det Z4i,.i,,....i,). 
i,<iz< ... -ci, 
Hence, if z --* cc then 
Yn-PC-$ c Yn_k(il,i2,,..,ik)ZdomA(il,iz,,.,ik). 
i, < i, < < i, 
for some suitable coefficients y, _k( ii, i,, . . . , ik). Observe that the sign of 
yn_k(il, i,,. . . , ik) is just the sign of the matrix A(i,, i,, . . . , ik), and hence 
depends only on the numbers of odd and even permutations which contrib- 
ute to the highestdegree term in det ~~(~1.~2, ..~~k). 
We may further refine our estimate of yn_k to 
where y”_k equals the number of even permutations minus the number of 
odd permutations contributing to the highestdegree term in ynPk. Now let us 
consider the asymptotic behavior of (z~)“-~. 
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One may easily understand that 
where A” _ k has to be interpreted in the max-algebra sense, and where 
moreover it is accepted for the moment that a positive constant factor does 
not change the asymptotic behavior of a function. As we shall see, the latter 
assumption is acceptable in the present reasoning. 
Now define 
I:= {k:lgkgn,(-l)ky,_k>O}, 
(5.4) 
y;-k:= ( - I)ky,_,, 
and 
cn*-,:= c, domA(i,,i, ,..., ik). (5.5) 
i,<iz< ,.( <i, 
Then substitution of the above asymptotic estimates in (5.2) yields the 
following: 
Since all relevant terms now have positive leading coefficients, comparing 
highestdegree terms in both members leads to the following identity in the 
max algebra: 
A”@ c, c,*_,A”-~ = c, c,*_,A”-~. (5.6) 
It is this identity that we consider as the appropriate version of the Cayley- 
Hamilton theorem in the max-algebra sense. Therefore, if we accordingly 
define the characteristic equation of A in the max-algebra sense by 
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then we have proved: 
THEOREM 5.1. The Cayley-Hamilton theorem holds in the max algebra, 
z.e., every square matrix satisfies its characteristic equation. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Take 
In this case one has 
cF=3@4=4 with ul=l, 
c,*=dom( _i :)=785=7, with v,=l. 
Since Z = {2}, the characteristic equation in the max-algebra sense becomes 
X2@7= 4x. 
If A is substituted in this equation, one gets 
A2037Z = 4A, 
or 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Take 
Then 
c;=4e4=4 with j5=2, 
c,*=8@9=9 with j$= -1. 
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So I = 0 and hence 
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or equivalently, 
9 
6 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Take 
A= 
I -1 1 
f 
1” 
-; : 
E 
E -2’ . 
E E 1’: E 
\& E El &/ 
Now the coefficients c,*_~ in the characteristic equation are calculated as 
follows: 
A2=4A@9Z, 
c4 7 
*=E v4=5, 
,;=dom( f -;)@dom( 1” -“e), 
@&@&ad ..* e&=0, y3= -1, 
8 times 
CT3 ECBEBJ ... e&=0, V,=l, 
9 times 
C:=&@E@ **. @&=& 
5 times 
CO *=dom(A)= -l+l+l+l-2=O, uo= -1. 
Thus the characteristic equation becomes 
X5@ ox0 = 0X3@ 0x2, 
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and hence A satisfies 
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A”$Z = A3@A2. 
6. EIGENVALUES 
In this section we deal with the eigenvalue problem in max algebra. The 
following starting point seems to be natural. If 
Ar=Xx 
with xr+(~, E, E ,..., E), then we shall say that X is an eigenvalue of A 
EXAMPLE 6.1. With A as in Example 5.1 one has 
So 4 is an eigenvalue of A. Observe that 4 satisfies the characteristic equation 
X2@ 7 = 4X of A. This equation has another root, namely 3. The equation 
Ax = 3x however has no nontrivial solution, so 3 is not an eigenvalue of A. 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Let D be a diagonal matrix, say D := diag( d i, d 2, . . . , d, ), 
so the entries outside the diagonal are all equal to E. Then, if ei is the ith unit 
vector in the max-algebra sense, one has 
De, = diei, l,<i,<n. 
Therefore, as expected, D has eigenvalues d,, d,, . . . , d,. 
Observe that the characteristic equation of any square matrix A can be 
interpreted in standard algebra as a piecewise linear equation with at most n 
pieces. From this it is obvious that the number of roots of the characteristic 
equation is at most n (and these roots are real numbers). Our aim is to show 
that every eigenvalue of A is one of these roots. This is the content of the 
next theorem. 
THEOREM 6.3. The eigenvalues of a square matrix A satisfy the char- 
acteristic equation of A. Moreover, A has at least one eigenvalue. 
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Proof. The proof uses the same techniques as that of Theorem 5.1. 
Instead of the equation Ax = Xx we consider the equation 
and use the fact that zx must satisfy the characteristic equation of z A. By 
restricting attention to large values of z and comparing highest-degree terms 
in this characteristic equation (with negative terms moved to the right-hand 
side again), the result follows. We omit the details here. They can be found in 
t71. n 
The existence of at least one eigenvahre follows from the Perron-Frobenius 
theorem (see [l]), since 2 A is a nonnegative matrix; in fact this theorem 
implies that the largest solution of the characteristic equation of A is always 
an eigenvahre of A (in the maxalgebra sense). 
EXAMPLE 6.4. Take 
The characteristic equation is 
and has the following roots: A, = 5, X2 = 4, X3 = 1. Eigenvectors can be 
found for each of these values: 
EXAMPLE 6.5. Take 
The characteristic equation is the same as in Example 6.4. However, now 
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only the largest root Xi = 5 turns out to be an eigenvahre: 
REMARK 6.6. The largest eigenvalue of A equals the maximal average 
weight taken over all circuits in the graph corresponding to A. See [2] for this 
graph-theoretic interpretation. The calculation of this maximal average weight 
as the largest solution of the characteristic equation of A seems to be 
computatiody attractive. 
We are indebted to Dr. B. Hanzon, who suggested the transformation of 
a matrix A to z* as a possible way of proving results. 
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